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Abstract. This paper addresses—to our knowledge, for the first time—the prob-
lem of querying a geosensor network—a sensor network of mobile, location-
aware nodes—for historical data. It compares different network architectures and
querying strategies with respect to their performance in reconstructing events or
processes that happened in the past, trying to support the hypothesis that recon-
struction is possible within the limited capacities of a geosensor network only. In
a concrete case study, these queries are studied in a simulated peer-to-peer ride
sharing system.

1 Introduction

Mining for historic data is relevant to study complex systems. Just querying the current
states and plans of self-organizing, mobile and autonomous agents may never show
the higher patterns of behavior emerging from their activities. The running example
in this paper will be an ad-hoc peer-to-peer system providing shared rides for partici-
pating pedestrians (clients) and vehicles (hosts) in urban traffic [1–3]. In this system,
agents negotiate shared rides with local peers, move, and regularly update their travel
arrangements according to new opportunities emerging in their current neighborhood.
This means, a client’s complete trip can only be queried in hindsight, after completion.

Considering recent trends in ubiquitous computing and ambient intelligence, com-
plex systems in geographic scales and environments will be observed, managed and
analyzed by intelligent computing platforms that are sensor-enabled, mobile or embed-
ded, and wirelessly connected to peers or web-based services. This connection of the
intelligent computing platforms can be based on different architectures. Location-based
services, as one example, connect the mobile device of an individual agent in a complex
system directly with a central service via mobile communication operators. Intelligent
transportation systems, as another example, typically have a hierarchical structure of
localized, regional and centralized sensor analysis and traffic management operations.
Finally, peer-to-peer services such as the mentioned shared ride system, or any other
geosensor network, work by local collaboration and have by design no need for a cen-
tralized service.

This paper addresses the problem of querying the mobile intelligent computing plat-
forms for historical information. While this problem is trivial for data collected in a
central or even in a federated database, it is not trivial for data circulating in geosen-
sor networks. In geosensor networks, agents can, for relatively cheap costs, temporarily
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store their communication messages, producing by that way local memories. But these
memories have interesting properties. Most notably, the geosensor network node is mo-
bile, i.e., its location at the time of a query is no longer related to the location of the
queried event. Secondly, the node is volatile, i.e., it cannot be accessed all the time.
And thirdly, the node has limited battery power, which limits communication, and lim-
ited storage capacity. The latter means that local memories decay quickly as newer
information has to overwrite older one. At the same time it is highly undesirable to
create a central registry of all sent and received messages in the network, due to the ac-
cumulating communication costs, a general bandwidth problem, and a communication
bottleneck for agents closer to the central registry.

Research questions in this context are manifold. For a geosensor network of intelli-
gent mobile computing platforms, is it possible to abstain at all from a central collection
of data and still query historical data? What are the costs of such a solution, in terms
of communication effort and completeness? And if other communication architectures
are integrated: what are the additional costs for serving these (hierarchic or central)
structures with data? Do the costs balance the advantage of a central data set?

This paper compares different network architectures and querying strategies with
respect to their performance in reconstructing historic events or processes, trying to
support the hypothesis that reconstruction is possible within the limited capacities of a
geosensor network only. These queries are studied along the case study of the mentioned
peer-to-peer ride sharing system. Thus, the hypothesis reads exactly: The reconstruction
of shared rides from local memories can be achieved with small local storage overhead
and low communication overhead.

Architectures and their performances are investigated in a simulation of the ride
sharing system. The simulation consists of two phases: the travel phase of a single
client to generate evidence of a trip in the memories of multiple agents, and then the
attempt of an investigator to reconstruct the client’s trip. Observing both phases in the
different communication architectures, one can assess and compare the communication
effort as well as the investigator’s success rate.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents background knowledge of
the problem and approach, introducing the required aspects of geosensor networks and
intelligent transportation systems. Section 3 explores the evidence for past events within
messages exchanged in the network, using the case study of the ad-hoc ride sharing
system. Section 4 discusses then ways of storing these messages for different types
of geosensor networks. Then Section 5 presents the simulation of a reconstruction of
past shared rides, and Section 6 demonstrates the behavior of this simulation. Section 7
summarizes the findings and gives an outlook.

2 Background

2.1 Mobile geosensor networks

Mobile sensor networks are specializations of wireless sensor networks [4–6] with mo-
bile network nodes. If the mobile nodes are equipped with positioning sensors, they are
also called geosensor networks [7–9].



Critical resources in mobile sensor networks are energy (on-board batteries) and
communication bandwidth. Hence, nodes in mobile sensor networks communicate via
short-range wireless technologies in synchronized short communication windows. Mes-
sages are received from neighbors in radio range, or from more remote nodes by multi-
hop transmission relayed by intermediate nodes. The mobile sensor network topology
is fragile and dynamic not only because the nodes move, but also because the nodes are
volatile. They turn off and on for various reasons, in this context of the case study, for
example, because pedestrians and vehicles do not participate in traffic all the time.

Communication in geosensor networks can serve three types of interest: information
dissemination, information routing to a specific destination, and two-way negotiations.

1. Information dissemination can follow different strategies [10]:
(a) Flooding strategy: An agent always informs all other agents within its commu-

nication range of information generated or received from other peers.
(b) Epidemic strategy: An agent informs only the first n agents it encounters within

its communication neighborhood after generation or reception of the informa-
tion.

(c) Proximity strategy: An agent informs other peers within its communication
neighborhood only as long as the agent is within a certain threshold distance
from the location the information refers to.

None of these dissemination strategies are able to ensure information delivery be-
tween agents, either implicitly or explicitly. In the current context, an investigator
disseminating a query can never be sure to reach the nodes with memories of inter-
est.

2. Information routing reduces significantly the number of broadcasted messages com-
pared to undirected dissemination [11, 12]. However, in the present context, the lo-
cation of nodes with interesting memories is unknown at the time of querying. Only
the location of an immobile investigator may be used for geographical routing of
query responses.

3. In contrast to the information dissemination problem, two-way point-to-point com-
munication, as needed in the shared ride system [1], has to happen in one short
communication windows assuming static connectivity within this window, due to
the mobility of the nodes, and the corresponding fragility of the communication
network. This fact limits the communication depth of negotiations to the immedi-
ate neighborhood of a node.

Applications of geosensor networks are based on the ad-hoc exchange of messages.
Hence, for the reconstruction of historic events in geosensor networks these messages
are in the focus of interest for any investigator. We will investigate different architec-
tures and strategies to collect historic messages and reconstruct historic events.

2.2 Intelligent transportation systems as geosensor network application

Future intelligent transportation systems will be built from autonomous mobile and
immobile agents. Car manufacturers and their research labs talk of the autonomous ve-
hicle, referring to on-board nodes of vehiclular ad-hoc networks, and including some



immobile agents in the vehicle’s environment for some applications1. Of course, in-
telligent transportation involves other agents as well, such as people, goods, and non-
automobile means of transport. Most of these agents’ intelligent computing platforms
would be battery-reliant. For the benefit of these agents, communication has to be lim-
ited and synchronized as in mobile sensor networks.

All these autonomous mobile agents will be able to sense and to communicate with
each other. Sensing includes positioning, but can also concern dynamic vehicle param-
eters, or relative positions. Communication between mobile agents will happen in a
peer-to-peer manner. Current developments are the IEEE 802.11p standard for vehicle-
based agents (WAVE, the Wireless Access for the Vehicular Environment), and the IEEE
802.15.4 standard (ZigBee, for wireless personal area networks and sensor networks)
for mobile agents with battery-run energy resources. Even if these standards are not
compatible nowadays, and hence, inhibit the development of comprehensive intelligent
transportation systems, they demonstrate already a trend towards peer-to-peer commu-
nication, and raise the expectation that in future all agents in an intelligent transporta-
tion system can communicate with each other in an ad-hoc manner. We call this design
heterogeneous geosensor network since it consists of nodes of different roles.

An intelligent transportation system can include immobile agents at the roadside
(or along the lines of other means of transport). Nodes at the roadside are typically con-
nected to regional or central databases, and are less restricted in terms of communication
costs or protocols. We call this general design hybrid geosensor networks; elsewhere the
specific network is also called vehicular ad-hoc network [13].

Agents in intelligent transportation systems have increasingly direct access to the
Web, for example via 3G or wireless broadband, and hence, to other centralized ser-
vices. We call this co-existence of a peer-to-peer network between mobile agents (a
geosensor network) and direct Web access for each agent mixed networks.

3 Historic queries in an ad-hoc ride sharing system

In this section the value of messages exchanged in a geosensor network during the
course of their business is investigated. An investigator is a person or agent external to
the geosensor network, who is interested in the reconstruction of specific past events in
the network. For this purpose it is assumed that the investigator can communicate with
the network and is accepted to have the authority to query the network.

As the running example, imagine police trying to reconstruct rides in the mentioned
shared ride system [1, 14, 3]. Investigations may concern the identification of a host
that was reported by a client, for instance. We will now study the information needs of
an investigator, the evidence by messages, and the necessary analysis of the messages
within this shared ride system.

3.1 Information needs of an investigator

A shared ride is the part of the trips of two agents that is jointly traveled. A client’s
trip can consist of multiple shared rides, of waiting times, and, if the client is mo-
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bile, of locomotion. A host’s trip consists of locomotion only, during which the host
vehicle can be unoccupied, or provides single, parallel or overlapping shared rides, de-
pending on their passenger capacity. Any shared ride can be represented by a tuple
r = (c, h, ts, te, s), where c is the client identifier, h the host identifier, ts is the start
time of the ride and te the end time of the ride, and s is the sequence of street network
segments traveled together.

If an investigator would have access to a database of shared rides ri, i ∈ 1 . . . n,
each of these queries can be answered:

– Find all shared rides that agent a traveled
– Find all shared rides that happened at time t
– Find all shared rides that traveled along street segment s

Especially the last two queries may give large result sets. Therefore an investigator will
use combinations of the query parameters to ask questions like:

– Find all shared rides that agent a traveled along street segment s
– Find all shared rides that traveled along s at time t
– Find the shared rides that client c traveled together with host h

With these results and further computation and filtering other questions can be an-
swered:

– If agent a was on a shared ride at time t, with whom did a travel?
– If agent a was on a shared ride at time t, what was the route s of this shared ride?
– Did agent a ever, or at time t, travel along street segment s?

A database of shared rides has some consistency rules. For instance, clients c cannot
be with two hosts or at two places at the same time t, a host cannot be at two places
at t, and hosts cannot be involved in more shared rides at t than their actual transport
capacity allows.

To be able to pose the questions above, an investigator first has to harvest all rele-
vant negotiation messages, and then to reconstruct the realized shared ride(s) from this
collected evidence.

3.2 Evidence for events

The only evidence that exists about shared rides are the memories of the ride negoti-
ations between clients and hosts. Since an investigator has to prepare for incomplete
evidence due to the mobility and volatility of the network nodes, and also for unreliable
evidence due to potentially manipulated memories by malicious agents, it is important
to find redundant and independent evidence.

Negotiation messages fulfill this criterion. They were originally broadcasted by ra-
dio to the local public, i.e., within the communication range of the sender. Depending on
the chosen dissemination strategy, messages can also be forwarded, i.e., re-broadcasted,
over a few communication hops. A client broadcasts a request (e.g., by proximity dis-
semination), collects offers from local hosts (which are routed back), selects the best
offer, and broadcasts a booking message (which is routed forward to the selected host).
This messaging has generally witnesses.

The individual message types contain the following information:



– A request refers to the client’s identity, the client’s current position and the desired
trip. Hence, a request specifies only (c, s), but neither h nor t; ad-hoc planning
always implies a desire for ts =‘as soon as possible’. With other words, requests
are under-specified and lowly correlated with the rides made.

– In reply, hosts can offer a client any set of segments of their travel routes ahead. That
means, an offer specifies a potential ride: (cp, hp, tps , t

p
e, s

p). As potential rides, the
investigator would need to know all offers and the client’s cost criteria to reconstruct
the selection of a client.

– In response to all offers, a client can book any one of them, or parts of them. Ac-
cordingly, a booking message specifies a selected ride: (cs, hs, tss, t

s
e, s

s). Selected
rides are plans; and plans can be changed in one of the next negotiation processes.
This means that even booking messages are not a true image of the rides made.
Only a travel plan for now, ts = now, cannot be changed in the future; it will be
realized at least for the initial segments s1...i until the plans are changed in one of
the next negotiations. Let us call this subset of booking messages with ts = now
the travel messages.

In short, evidence from the different message types would be partially contradicting
and of mixed use. Hence, storing and querying all negotiation messages is inefficient.
Considering the information value of a message type for an investigator, obviously a
travel message ranks highest. Collecting only travel messages allows a complete and
unambiguous reconstruction of a ride, which will be discussed in more detail in Section
3.3. And concentrating on travel messages only brings a radical reduction of memory
load:

– For any trip of a client c of duration k, i.e., over k negotiation processes, c would
have broadcasted k requests. Each request is received by all agents in the actual
communication range of c. If we assume on average n agents in the communication
range, and every recipient would store the message, in total nk messages of the
request type would be stored.

– With on average n agents in communication range, at most nk offers were broad-
casted during the trip of c. Each of these offers reaches n agents, which means that
the number of recorded offer messages has an upper bound of n2k.

– Maximally k booking messages were sent (if the client c makes one booking in
every negotiation), but only a subset of them are actual travel messages (bookings
for ts = now). The number of travel messages does not depend on the duration k
of the trip, but on the traveled distance d = |s| assuming that every street segment
is individually contracted. In general, d is shorter than k, or maximally equal (if the
client has no waiting times). Storing the d travel messages, d ≤ k, by on average n
agents produces nd records.

Storing only travel messages reduces not only significantly the total memory load; with
fewer messages stored, also the communication load to retrieve all stored messages
during an investigation will be lower. Travel messages are received and stored at least
by the client and selected host. In general, also witnesses will be present. For a single
shared ride, client c and host h will not change, but witnesses can change for each nego-
tiation process. This means that witnesses may have only partial knowledge of a shared



ride. However, this partial knowledge of witnesses provides the desired independent re-
dundancy of the system. If either the client or the host manipulate their internal records
after the shared ride, there may be other records in the network that will at least indicate
inconsistencies with the manipulated record.

Agents can store only a limited amount of messages, and when their specified mem-
ory capacity is reached they start overwriting oldest messages by newer messages.

3.3 An investigator’s analysis strategies

Once the investigator has collected some travel messages, these messages can be recom-
bined to trips. Given t, with ts ≤ t ≤ te, and either c or h, the investigator is interested
in the corresponding h or c, and in ts, te, and s. The identity of the given agent c or h is
constant over a ride. In fact, it is this property that defines start and end of a shared ride
in travel messages:

– A shared ride starts when in a temporal sequence of a client’s travel messages a
new host h appears. This is the travel message sent immediately before the client
got into the vehicle of a host.

– From here two options exist. Either the client got into the vehicle. Then the next
travel message of this client, although not necessarily for the same host h, is for a
new location because they had some ride with h. Or the client or host ignore the
booking in the last moment. Then the next travel message of this client is for the
same location, because no shared ride had taken place.

– A shared ride ends when (i) the shared ride had started before, and (ii) either a new
shared ride starts, or the client has reached his destination.

In particular, the investigator cannot conclude s from the content of the first travel mes-
sage of a shared ride. Since travel plans are regularly revised, even during a shared ride,
s can change over time.

With this logic for the reconstruction in mind, the investigator can face two chal-
lenges:

– The collected travel messages might be incomplete, for reasons discussed above.
This should only be moderate, due to the redundancy of the memories, but its effects
will be investigated in the simulation (Section 5).

– The collected travel messages might contain manipulated ones. Typically only one
party in the ride—either client or host—might have an interest in manipulation,
and witnesses have no further interest in the ride at all. The investigator can, for
this reason, ignore all messages reported by clients or hosts of a ride if sufficient
redundancy is available. Otherwise, the investigator needs to individually resolve
conflicts caused by inconsistent evidence.

4 Exploring historical database architectures

This section explores the precise nature of efficient data storage and querying strategies
for reconstructing historic events in geosensor networks. The data of interest are mes-
sages that were exchanged in the geosensor network during their course of business,



assuming that they contain all relevant information for the events that happened in the
network.

Shenker et al. [15] identify three options to store messages in a geosensor network:

1. external storage, or centralized warehouse approach: The messages are sent to
external storage where they can be further processed as needed.

2. data-centric storage: The messages are stored within the geosensor network at a
node other than the agent node that generates the event.

3. local storage: Messages are stored locally, on board of the the agent node that
broadcasts or receives the message.

These three options get a different flavor if one considers the three types of networks
identified above for future intelligent transportation systems, or similar complex sys-
tems of autonomous agents in geographic space: the heterogeneous geosensor networks,
the hybrid geosensor networks, and the mixed networks. Consider Table 1 for the fol-
lowing discussion.

Table 1. Database and network architectures: reasonable combinations are marked by ‘+’, and
the ones investigated later are encircled.

heterogenous GSN hybrid GSN mixed network
external storage − ⊕ ª
data-centric storage − + −
local storage ⊕ − −

External storage in a heterogeneous geosensor network requires that every agent de-
livers each broadcasted or received message to an access point, since it might be needed
for any potential query. This burdens the network with extreme and unnecessary com-
munication traffic, since the traffic cannot be related to a specific query (which is not
posed at this stage). Moreover, the nodes near the access point become communication
traffic hot spots and central points of failure, depleting of energy prematurely. Exter-
nal storage in hybrid geosensor networks is cheaper in terms of communication costs
and increases demands on temporary local storage: immobile mediating agents in the
environment that connect also to a central database are candidates to harvest informa-
tion from passing-by mobile nodes. Communication costs consist then of the offloading
of the mobile agents’ local databases at mediating agents. This is the reverse principle
to information mules in static sensor networks [16]: mobile agents offload their local
memories regularly. Information loss can occur if local databases have to overwrite data
before they can offload. Immobile mediating agents can also have a role as witnesses
of negotiations by themselves. Collecting evidence by this way does not produce any
communication overhead in the geosensor network. If mediating agents are placed suffi-
ciently dense, even no other witnesses are required. External storage in mixed networks
is trivial. The always-on connection to a Web service allows continuing registration of
messages as they are sent or received, even concurrently for large numbers of agents.



But the corresponding communication costs depend not only on the energy consump-
tion of this communication channel; this channel is subject to fees.

Data-centric storage in a heterogeneous geosensor network appears to work well over
a range of conditions for a reasonably stationary and stable sensor network, however, it
clearly fails in mobile and volatile geosensor networks. It works well though in hybrid
geosensor networks, where the immobile mediating agents can also store messages lo-
cally instead of reporting to a central database. By this way, messages are stored close to
the location of the events they are about. For many similarities with the external storage
in hybrid geosensor networks, this case is not investigated individually. Data-centric
storage is not applicable for mixed networks.

Local storage have the highest requirements on local storage capacity (or the risk of
loosing information is highest), but do not incur any communication costs for storage.
More importantly, the on-board storage allows messages to be filtered for a response
to an investigator. If, for example, an investigator comes with narrow and infrequent
queries, local storage may be more efficient than external storage. Local storage can be
realized in all types of discussed networks.

The three competing database designs and network architectures require different
querying strategies. Three cases are studied in more detail (Table 1): the costs of ac-
cessing locally stored data in heterogeneous geosensor networks, the costs of external
storage in a hybrid geosensor network, and external storage in a mixed network.

Local storage in a heterogeneous geosensor network. An immobile investigator can
broadcast a request for evidence for a ride by specifying one or several parameters
of the ride. This request has to flood the network since after some time there is no
longer a correlation between the location of negotiations and the location of the involved
agents. Due to the dynamic topology of the geosensor network, responses to the request
cannot travel back the communication path the request was disseminated. But since the
investigator can be assumed to be immobile at a known location (e.g., specified in the
request), responses can be geographically routed [12].

The investigator collects responses as they come in, over a longer time. The inves-
tigator cannot ever be sure to have received all responses, but for practical reasons will
close the collection after a reasonable time. What is considered reasonable can only be
determined heuristically.

Local data aggregation, successfully applied in other applications to reduce the com-
munication load, cannot be applied here. Senders and recipients of messages have par-
tial knowledge, and are located independently at the time of the investigation.

External storage in a hybrid geosensor network. Since the immobile mediating
agents in a hybrid geosensor network are supposed to be connected with a central
database by a direct and fast network connection, their collected data, offloaded or wit-
nessed, are supposed to be stored in one central database. This database can be queried
any time, and is not specific for a specific ride.



External storage in a mixed network. Mobile agents registering all sent and received
messages instantaneously with a central database (i.e., in a highly redundant manner)
makes this case trivial from an access point of view. If a malicious agent does not report
a message, or reports a manipulated message, the redundancy should be sufficient to
filter these data out. The filtered data should be a complete and correct reflection of all
events in the network. No further interaction with the geosensor network is required.

5 Design and implementation of the simulation

In this section a discrete event simulation is designed to compare the three different
approaches in the communication behavior and network design. The comparison will
concentrate on the degree of completeness of reconstructions of shared rides, and the re-
quired communication effort. The code used for the JAVA based simulation is available
upon request from the authors.

5.1 The simulation parameters

The simulation happens in a regular street network of an 11 × 11 grid. In previous
work we have shown that a grid is sufficient to approximate real street networks for the
simulation of the shared ride system, see [2, ?] for the evidence. In this grid network
all agents are moving with the same speed: one street segment per time unit. After each
time unit they are located at street junctions and negotiate. Radio range is globally set to
one grid segment. The negotiation process is always initiated by a client broadcasting a
request. The offer and booking messages are send in a directed way and therefore they
are broadcasted at most three times. In the simulation client c seeks to find a ride from
the junction x3,5 to junction x8,5. Their negotiations happen within a range of three
hops. All these parameters are fix for the following simulations. Varying them would
linearly influence the results, hence, we report only results for these parameters.

In the simulation all host agents are active for a constant number of time units,
traveling random routes, and then become off-line immediately after they finish their
trips. They remain off-line for a constant number of time units before they enter traffic
again. This cycle is shifted for all hosts such that the number of hosts in traffic is kept
constant. The off-line duration was arbitrarily chosen for these experiments.

An investigator is present at the central junction of the street network, which is
also a fix parameter. The investigator’s location is thus chosen as close to the historical
event as possible. Since all agents involved in the trip have moved since the trip took
place, this does not mean anything. The investigator can be placed anywhere and should
get similar results. The choice in the simulation was made for design reasons of the
experiment: the simulation world is a limited space, and only if the investigator is near
to the center, its communication paths are somehow isometric.

The investigation is observed for its communication effort and its completeness of
the reconstruction of the rides of a single client c between his start and destination
location. Completeness can be represented as the percentage of reconstruction of the
client’s route, expressed by the ratio between the (correctly) collected street segments
divided by the total number of segments traveled by the client. The communication
effort is measured by the number of broadcasts in the investigation process.



5.2 Stages of the simulation

The simulation is divided into two different stages: the first stage is used to create the
local databases of agents about a travel history of client c, and the second one is used to
reconstruct the rides of the client, observing the success rate and communication effort
of the reconstruction.

– Initializing the agent databases. A client c will travel from a start to a destination,
picking up appropriate offered rides. The negotiation processes along this travel
will produce a set of travel messages. This first stage of the simulation, the database
generation phase, will end when the client reaches his destination.

– The investigation process. This second stage is initialized by a investigator broad-
casting a request message for all rides made by client c. The investigation starts in
this simulation with a ten time units delay to the travel of client c.

5.3 The implemented alternative investigation strategies

Local storage in a heterogeneous geosensor network. The investigator’s request is
broadcasted using the flooding strategy with a radio range of one segment per hop. Com-
municating the request is integrated within the heterogeneous geosensor nodes’ com-
munication paradigm: in synchronized time windows, agents receive messages from
near agents, and they process the messages received at the previous communication
window (forwarding or responding). Between these communication windows the agents
continue moving, and they can move out of range from other nodes, which can lead to
situations where a request is not received by all agents.

When agents receive an investigator’s request, they process the message and query
their local database to find matching records. If they find matches, agents will respond
to the investigator, their response being forwarded through the network. Each request is
only responded once by an agent, even if received multiple times.

The implemented process reaches a steady state (in finite environments), but the
investigator has no chance to recognize when this steady state has been reached. For
this reason a conservative heuristics is applied in the simulation, derived from the size
of the grid network. Each query terminates automatically after 200 time units.

External storage in a hybrid geosensor network. In this approach the investigator’s
request is supported by mediating stationary agents. Mediating agents act as witnesses
and as offload stations for the mobile agents, as discussed above, and forward their
collected evidence into a central database. The distribution of the mediating agents over
the grid is regular at various densities.

External storage in a mixed network. This approach is implemented as an observer
function of all the events in the simulation [17], but not further studied because of pre-
dictable outcomes: for the costs of sending in all travel messages through an always-on
communication channel to a central service, all rides can be reconstructed completely.



6 Simulation and test

The simulation is computed for the two remaining investigator strategies, and for a vari-
ation of the host densities in order to observe how the reconstruction strategy improves
for various densities. For each setup 1000 experiments are conducted; the presented
results show average values.

For both strategies, the investigator performs a query: “Along which segments {sk}
did client c travel by shared rides from x3,5 (the client’s location at t0) to x8,5 (the
client’s destination, reached at the end of simulation phase one, at td), and with whom
did he travel?”.

Figure 1 compares the results of the investigation in the heterogeneous geosen-
sor network (only mobile agents, left group) with the results in the hybrid geosensor
network (righthand four groups). Both investigations are made in networks with host
densities of 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0 host per junction. In the experiments with hybrid net-
works, mediating agents are only witnesses; they do not serve as offload points (i.e., the
evidence collected by mobile agents is just ignored). The mediating agents are placed
in regular order in the grid network. Their density varies from 0.04 to 0.2. A density
of 0.2 equals a complete observation of the transportation network, since a mediating
agent observes five junctions in the grid network directly, the one it is placed on and its
four connected neighbors. The results (Figure 1 right) show: with a mediating agent at
every fifth junction the reconstruction is 100% successful. There is no communication
overhead for this investigation.

Fig. 1. Percentage of reconstruction of the trip of client c, with an off-line duration of 24 time
units. The mobile agents do not transfer their memory to the mediating agents.



For the heterogeneous geosensor network (left group), a monotonic increase of the
completeness is noticeable as the host density increases. Adding mediating agents, the
completeness increases with the density of mediating agents, but this appears to be
independent from the current host density.

In Figure 2 the same results for the investigation in a heterogeneous geosensor net-
work (left group) are compared with the results of an investigation in a hybrid geosensor
network where mediating agents also act as offload points for mobile agents (righthand
four groups). The mobile agents’ random movement leads them frequently close to me-
diating agents, and hence, the coverage of mediating agents can be largely improved
by this way. Successful reconstruction rates are higher and plateau earlier in complete
reconstruction. Even for a mobile agent density of 0.1 the mediating agent density of
0.07 still produces results of over 90 percent completeness. If hosts would not move
randomly (which leaves them largely in a local area) but more realistically, the success
rate would even be better. These observations are independent from the off-line duration
time, as further experiments have shown.

Fig. 2. Percentage of reconstruction of the trip of client c, with an off-line duration of 24 time
units. The mobile agents transfer their memory to the permanent agents, when they are in com-
munication range.

Figure 3, finally, shows the communication overhead for the different settings in
the previous experiment (Figure 2). In the heterogeneous geosensor network (left) all
broadcasts are counted from the start of the investigation to the end of collecting the
responses. In the hybrid geosensor network (the next four groups) the messages are



counted that are broadcasted by mobile agents when offloading their memories in the
range of mediating agents.

Fig. 3. The number of messages that where needed for the investigation process. In the mobile
scenario these are all broadcasts from the start of the investigation to the end of collecting the
answers. In the permanent agent approach we count the numbers of messages that are transferred
to the permanent agents from mobile agents, before the investigation is started.

Note that the number of broadcasted messages by the mobile agents levels with
higher densities of mediating agents since then all witnessed messages are offloaded.
The latter observation assumes that mobile memories are sufficiently dimensioned. In
the experiment they witnessed only one client. With more clients, and more ongoing
negotiations around, witnesses may loose some messages before they meet the next
mediating agent. This happens already for the lower mediating agent densities in the
present experiment, leading to less reported witnessed travel messages. With a lower
mediating agent density also the risk grows that some messages are lost because of host
volatility.

The comparison of both investigation processes shows that the hybrid geosensor
network strategy (with offloading) is much cheaper in terms of the communication ef-
fort even for a single client and specific rides. While the number of messages in the
heterogeneous geosensor network investigation process increases exponentially with
more agents in the network, it only increases linearly for the permanent agent approach
(until it plateaus). The linear increment means that the number of messages that have



to be transferred per witnessing agent stays constant. So the communication effort is
balanced among the agents in the network.

The pro-active character of the hybrid geosensor network approach means that an
investigation in this case can be conducted instantly, while the heterogeneous geosensor
network approach takes a while to collect the travel messages from the mobile agents.
Also, the database of the investigator is all-embracing and serves for any ad-hoc request
or further analysis.

7 Conclusions

This paper investigates the possibilities to reconstruct historic events in geosensor net-
works. For their deployment, geosensor networks do not require any real-time registra-
tion of events, and hence, any external interest in historic in-network events has to be
assessed by its own communication overhead and storage capacity requirements with
the mobile agents.

The three investigated solutions—local storage in heterogeneous geosensor net-
works (1), external storage in hybrid geosensor networks with witnessed evidence from
mediating agents only (2), or with evidence from all agents (3)—show very different
behavior in this respect. All rely on access to previously exchanged messages by a
central investigator. Messages are witnessed, hence stored redundantly, and therefore
robust against malicious manipulation. In the example of the shared ride system, it was
sufficient to use travel messages only, a subset of all exchanged messages. Travel mes-
sages are produced in the order of the client’s travel, and are needed in their complete
sequence to resolve all uncertainties about the rides made. The relative low number of
travel messages compared to all messages in a negotiation process supports the second
postulate of the hypothesis.

The investigation in a heterogeneous geosensor network, as the first solution, is to a
large extent dependent on the density of the mobile agents. For low densities, communi-
cation overhead would be acceptable, but reconstruction rates are low. The reason is that
the network is not sufficiently connected to transport requests and responses. For high
densities, communication overhead explodes. Hence, this solution does not support the
hypothesis. But it needs no additional network infrastructure and collects only informa-
tion that is relevant for a given request. Its disadvantage, besides the dependency on the
mobile agent density, is a delay of the investigation by waiting for responses from the
network. Also, investigations long after a ride have low success expectancies, because
agents may have overwritten older recorded messages in the meantime.

The second solution, an investigation by evidence witnessed by mediating agents
only, produces no communication overhead in the heterogeneous geosensor network,
and realizes full tracking of all rides in near-real time if the density of mediating agents
is large enough to witness all negotiations. Lower densities of mediating agents lead to
incomplete reconstructions of some trips. However, the hypothesis is fully supported.
Compared to the other solutions, the requirement of a high density of mediating agent
can cause additional costs in infrastructure (if the intelligent transportation system does
not have these agents for other purposes already). It is the solution with the least burden
on the heterogeneous geosensor network.



The third solution, with mediating agents witnessing and serving as offload points
for mobile agents’ memories when they pass by, shows a behavior somewhere in be-
tween. It has the largest reconstruction rates, because the lack of witnessing mediating
agents with their lower density can be balanced by the mobile agents’ memories. The
additional communication overhead in the heterogeneous geosensor network is linear
with the number of and lengths of rides made. In cases where infrastructure costs for
mediating agents have to be balanced with communication costs in the mobile agents,
this solution is a viable alternative, also supporting the hypothesis. Compared to the het-
erogeneous geosensor network approach, both hybrid geosensor network solutions are
independent from the mobile agent density in the network. The results mainly depend
on the density of mediating agents, but reach high completeness already for smaller
densities. Other advantages are the permanent storage of witnessed messages.

These outcomes can serve as a starting point to design efficient storage policies
for evidence of events in geosensor networks. Self-controlling applications are required
for developing trust of users or the public, for reputation mechanisms for individual
participants, and for liability and safety measures. In return, storage should not destroy
the advantages of distributed peer-to-peer systems, and should also keep an eye on
privacy.

Future research can further optimize both strategies, the heterogeneous geosensor
network approach as well as the hybrid geosensor network approach. In hybrid geosen-
sor networks, for example, a witnessing mobile agent could check internally whether a
received travel message was broadcasted within the range of a mediating agent, and then
skip this message from storing. Furthermore, mediating agents could act in the name of
the investigator. They could, for example, disseminate locally an investigator’s request,
and collect responses. Dissemination could be controlled by proximity, and responses
could again be geographically routed.

A further area of research is the vulnerability of the investigation in the presence
of malicious agents. Different scenarios and strategies to mislead the investigator can
be developed and investigated in further simulations. From these results one can expect
additional measures or strategies to protect the system from misuse.
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